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Abstract 

A system of equations in the l-calculus is a set of formulas of A (the equations) together with 
a finite set of variables of ,4 (the unknowns). A system Y is said to be P-solvable (fiq-solvable) iff 
there exists a simultaneous substitution with closed I-terms for the unknowns that makes the 
equations of 9’ theorems in the theory fi (&). A system 9’ can be viewed as a set of specifications 
(the equations) for a finite set of programs (the unknowns) whereas a solution for Y yields 
executable codes for such programs. 

A class G of systems for which the solvability problem is effectively decidable defines an 
equational programming language and a system solving algorithm for G defines a compiler for 
such language. 

This leads us to consider separation-like systems (SL-systems), i.e. systems with equations 
having form x& = z, where x is an unknown and z is a free variable which is not an unknown. 

It is known that the /I (/?q)-solvability problem for SL-systems is undecidable. 
Here we show that there is a class of SL-systems (NP-regular SL-systems) for which the 

/?-solvability problem is NP-complete. Moreover, we show that any SL-system Y can be 
transformed into an NP-regular SL-system Y”. This transformation consists of adding abstrac- 
tions to the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables of 9. In this sense NP-regular SL-systems 
isolate the source of undecidability for SL-systems, namely: a shortage of abstractions on the 
LHS occurrences of the RHS variables. 

NP-regular SL-systems yield an equational programming language in which unrestrained 
self-application is handled, constraints on executable code to be generated by the compiler can 
be specified by the user and (properties of) data structures can be described in an abstract way. 
However, existence of executable code satisfying a specification in such language is an 
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NP-complete problem. This is the price we have to pay for allowing unrestrained self- 
application in our language. 

Keywords: Systems of equations in the I-calculus; I-calculus; Equational programming; 
Functional programming; Automated synthesis of programs 
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0. Introduction 

For a general introduction and motivations we refer the reader to [S, 01. 
It is known [S, 4.11 that the /&solvability problem for SL-systems is, in general, 

undecidable. However [8, 5.21 for regular SL-systems the /?-solvability problem is 
decidable in Polynomial Time. Moreover, [8, 5.2.41 any SL-system containing only 
a limited amount of self-application (quasi-regular SL-system) can be transformed into 
a regular SL-system. This transformation (called relaxation (see [S, 5.11)) consists of 
adding abstractions to the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables of an SL-system. 

Here we strengthen such result showing (2.0) that there is a class of SL-systems 
(NP-regular SL-systems) for which the /?-solvability problem is NP-complete and 
such that for any SL-system Y there is an NP-regular SL-system 9” s.t. Y’ is 
a relaxation of 9’. This shows: 
l that the only source of undecidability for SL-systems is a shortage of abstractions 

on the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables; 
l self-application does not yield undecidability but the complexity of the /I-solvability 

problem depends on how much self-application is present. Namely: for moderate 
self-application the @olvability problem is Polynomial (regular SL-systems [8, 
5.2.41) whereas for unrestrained self-application (NP-regular SL-systems (2.0.4)) the 
P-solvability problem is NP-complete. 
Regular SL-systems yield an equational programming language [S, 6.41. A similar 

result holds for NP-regular SL-systems (3.0). However, compiling (i.e. finding execut- 
able code) will take, in general, exponential time. This is the price we have to pay for 
allowing an unrestrained presence of self-application in our equational programming 
language. 

. 
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We show (2.5) that X-separability [4, 5, 8, 3.11 is an NP-complete problem. 
Moreover, via NP-regular SL-systems we give (2.2,2.3) a new proof of decidability for 
X-separability. Our proof is shorter then (a full version of) the proof in [2] or [6]. 

We assume the reader familiar with [l] and [8] of which, unless otherwise stated, 
we use notation and conventions. In particular, we adopt [S, 2.31. 

1. Summary 

Section 2 gives our main result: There is an interesting class of SL-systems, 
NP-regular SL-systems, for which P-solvability is decidable and s.t. for any SL-system Y 
there is a relaxation Y’ of Y s.t. 9 is a NP-regular SL-system. Moreover, we show that: 
l the problem of deciding if a given SL-system is NP-regular is in NP; 
l the problem of deciding if a given NP-regular SL-system has a p-solution is NP- 

complete; 
l if an NP-regular SL-system has a fi-solution then we can find it in exponential time. 

Section 3 builds a compiler for an equational programming language which extends 
the one defined in [S, 6.41 by allowing unrestrained self-application. The price that we 
have to pay for such enhancement is NP-completeness of the /I-solvability problem. 

2. NP-regular SL-systems 

As in [S] we will transform program specifications into SL-systems (see [S, 2.2, 
3.01). Since we are looking for a language allowing unrestrained self-application we 
start by studying the p-solvability problem for SL-systems allowing unrestrained 
self-application. 

Though fl-solvability for SL-systems is undecidable even when no self-application is 
present ([8, 4.11) we show (2.0) that there is an interesting class of SL-systems 
(NP-regular SL-systems) allowing unrestrained self-application and for which the 
&solvability problem is decidable. However, unlike regular SL-systems ([I$, 5.2,5.3]), 
NP-regular SL-systems have an NP-complete /I-solvability problem. 

Relaxation was defined in [8, 511. It consists of adding abstractions to the LHS 
occurrences of the RHS variables of an SL-system. 

Theorem 2.0 is our main result. It is the core of our system solving algorithm. 
Theorems 2.0.0, 2.0.2 give a necessary condition (NP-OK-NEC) of j&solvability 

for SL-systems and show that the problem of deciding if for a given SL-system 
9’ NP_OK_NEC(Y) = true holds is in NP. 

Theorems 2.0.1, 2.0.3 give a sufficient condition (NP_OK-SUFF) of P-solvability 
for SL-systems and show that the problem of deciding if for a given SL-system 
Y NP_OK_SUFF(Y) = true holds is in NP. Moreover, (the proof of) 2.0.3 gives an 
exponential time algorithm to construct a &solution to an SL-system Y s.t. 
NP_OK_SUFF(Y) = true. 
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Since, by [S, 4.11, /3-solvability is undecidable NP_OK_NEC and NP_OK_SUFF 
cannot be equal. However for each SL-system Y s.t. NP_regular_SL(Y) = [if 

NP_OK_NEC(Y) then NP_OK_SUFF(Y) else true] is true the /?-solvability prob- 
lem is decidable. Again by [S, 4.11 the function NP_regular_SL cannot be identically 
true. In some sense the goodness of our result is measured by how often NP_regu- 
lar_SL is true. 

Theorem 2.0.4 says that NP_regular_SL takes value true often enough to isolate 
the very reason of undecidability for SL-systems, namely: a shortage of abstractions 
on the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables. Moreover, we are able to compute in 
Exponential Time an upper bound for such shortage. That is, given any SL-system 
9’ we can always find (in Exponential Time) a relaxation Y’ of Y s.t. NP_regu- 
lar_SL(Y’) = true. In other words, though b-solvability for SL-systems is undecid- 
able given any SL-system Y we can always find a relaxation 57’ of Y s.t. /I-solvability 
for 9” is decidable. 

2.0. Theorem. There arefunctions NP-OK_NEC, NP_OK_SUFF from SL-systems 
to Boole s.t.: 

0. The problem of deciding if NP-OK_NEC(Y) = true holds is in NP. 
1. 7’he problem of deciding if NP-OK_SUFF(Y) = true holds is in NP. 
2. For all SL-systems Y: if9 is /I-soluable then NP_OK_NEC(Y) = true. 
3. For all SL-systems 9’: ifNP-OK_SUFF(Y) = true then Y is /%soloable and we 

can construct a p-solution for Y in time exponential in Size(Y). 

4. Let NP_regular_SL be the function from SL-systems to Boole defined as follows: 
NP_regular_SL(Y) = if NP_OK_NEC(Y) then NP_OK_SUFF(Y) else true. 
Then: 

(a) NP_regular_SL can be computed in exponential time. 
(b) For any SL-system 9’ there exists an SL-system 9” s.t.: 9” is a relaxation of 9, 

NP_regular_SL(Y’) = true and 9’ can be computed from Y in Exponential Time. 

Proof. See Appendix A. 0 

2.1. Definition. (1) From now on NP_regular_SL, NP_OK_SUFF, NP_OK_NEC 
are the functions defined in (the proof of) 2.0. However, the reader not interested in the 
technical details can read what follows without looking at the definitions (in the 
appendix) for such functions. In this case Examples 2.3 and 2.4 should be read as 
corollaries of Theorem 2.0. 

(2) An SL-system 9’ is said to be NP-regular iff NP_regular_SL(Y) = true. 

2.2. Remark. The P-solvability problem for NP-regular SL-system is in NP. In fact, 
by 2.0, we have: if NP_regular_SL(SP) then [Y is /I-solvable iff NP_OK_NEC(Y)]. 

2.3. Example. (1) An X-separability problem ([4] or [8, 3.11) for i-free sets is an 
NP-regular SL-system. Thus 2.0 and 2.2 yield a new proof of the decidability of the 
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X-separability problem. All together our proof is shorter then (a full version of) the 
proofs in [2, 3, 61. 

(2) An NP-regular SL-system needs not be an X-separability problem. The SL- 
system Q = ({x(lb. x(bb))(la,aza3. y) = y, x(lb. x&2,, . . ..u3s. z)) Q = z}, {x}) is 
NP-regular. However, B is not regular (see [S, 5.3]), is not an X-separability problem 
and is not in the classes of systems defined in [3,6 or 21. Thus, the class of NP-regular 
SL-systems is strictly larger then the classes of systems defined in [2, 31 or [6]. 

(3) Let 9 be as above, 9 is NP-regular and NP_OK_NEC (9’) = true. Thus, by 2.0, 
Y is /?-solvable. A /&solution in G = DI, where: D, = -..D16 = ~1x2.x2x1x2, 

D = Atlt2t3. t2(AaI...a36. t3)D1...Di6tlt2t3. 

2.4. Example. Consider the system Y = (Ix@ b c. y)(kb. a) = y, x(la b c. y) 

(Aa b. z) = z}, {x}). The system 9’ is regular [8, 5.31, but it is not NP-regular. This is 
because when the presence of self-application is restrained (as in C&5.3]), it is possible 
to design more clever compilers (i.e. system solving algorithms). Of course, we can 
consider the class of SL-systems s.t. [NP_regular_SL(Y) or regular_SL(Y)]. In this 
case, given an SL-system 9, we will use the algorithms in (the proof of) [8, 5.21 if 
regular_SL(Y) = true and we will use the algorithms in (the proof of) 2.0 if NP_regu- 
lar_SL(Y) = true. 

Theorem 2.0 shows that the /?-solvability problem for NP-regular SL-systems is in 
NP. This result can be considerably sharpened showing that the X-separability 
problem (see [S, 3.11 or [4]) is an NP-complete problem. This, in particular, B- 
solvability for NP-regular SL-systems is an NP-complete problem. 

2.5. Theorem. The X-separability problem for I-free sets [S, 3.11 is NP-complete. 

Proof. See Appendix B. 0 

2.6. Corollary. The /?-solvability problem for NP-regular SL-systems is NP-complete. 

Proof. From 2.5 and 2.0 simply noting that the X-separability problem for a i-free set 
is the /?-solvability problem for an NP-regular SL-system. 0 

2.7. Corollary. Given an NP-regular SL-system 9’ the problem of deciding if 
NP_OK_NEC(Y) = true is NP-complete. 

Proof. From 2.2 and 2.6. 

3. Applications 

Regular SL-systems [8, 5.31 only allow a restrained presence of self-application. 
Thus the equational programming language based on regular SL-systems defined in 
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[8, 6.21 only allows a restrained presence of self-application. Using NP-regular 
SL-systems we can remove this restriction. 

In this section we define an equational programming language which extends the 
one defined in [8,6.2] by allowing unrestrained self-application. Any system satisfying 
the hypotheses of [S, 6.21 or those of 3.0 belongs to our language (see 2.4). A compiler 
for systems satisfying the hypotheses in [S, 6.21 has already been defined in [8, 
Appendix C]. Thus we only have to define a compiler for systems satisfying the 
hypotheses in 3.0. This is done in the proof of 3.0. Note that Y# in 3.0 is an SL-system. 

3.0. Theorem. Let 9’ = (r, u f,, {x1 . . . x”}) be a system and jE(Var - {x1 . ..x”}) xt.: 

HO. j; is assignable in Y (see [S, 6.01). 
Hl. Each equation in rI has form xfi = y(x,j;)...(x,j;)Z, where: XE{X~...X,}, 

ye{sJ>, Z$ (x1 . . . x,,,j} and the variables in {y(xM = y(x,j)...(x,~)Z~~~} are puir- 

wise distinct. 
H2. Euchequutionin~~husformx~=z,wherex~{x,...x,}andz~{x~...x,,~}. 
H3. Yx = (1x2 = ylxti = y(x,ji)...(x,j)Z~&} u {uY& = zlxfi = y(xIy)... 

(xnj)Z~Tl} and ZG{Z} and uyz~{ii}}uT2, {x1...xn,3}) is NP-regular, where ii is 
a sequence offresh variables s.t.: 

{ii} = (u,,Ixfi = y(x,jj)...(x,j)Z~r~ and ZE{?}}. 

Then: 
0. 9’ is /I-solvable ifs NP-OK-NEC(Y#). Thus /I-solvability is an NP-complete 

problem. 
1. If Y is P-solvable then a fi-solution for Y can be constructed in exponential time. 
2. If 9’ is /3-solvable and Card(fl v r,) > 1 then Y has a P-solution having normal 

form. 

Proof. See Appendix C. 0 

4. Conclusions 

Though the /?-solvability problem for SL-systems is undecidable [S, 4.11 we showed 
(2.0) that any SL-system has a relaxation [S, 5.11 for which the /?-solvability problem is 
decidable. This shows that the only source of undecidability for SL-systems is a short- 
age of abstractions on the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables. This property yields 
a natural class of SL-systems (NP-regular SL-systems (2.1)) for which the p-solvability 
problem is decidable. However, the unrestrained presence of self-application makes 
the /?-solvability problem for NP-regular SL-systems NP-complete (2.6). 

NP-regular SL-systems and regular SL-systems (defined in [8, 2.31) yield (3.0 and 
[8, 6.21) an equational programming language in which: 
l unrestrained presence of self-application is allowed, 
l constrains on executable code to be generated by the compiler can be specified, 
l (properties of) data structures can be described in an abstract way, 
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l A-terms representing programs have normal form, 
l inverse functions of constructors (of a data structure) run in constant time (e.g. as in 

[S, 0.6, 6.41). 
The price for allowing an unrestrained presence of self-application in our language 

is that deciding consistency of specifications is an NP-complete problem and finding 
executable codes (if any) satisfying a set of program specifications in the language 
takes, in general, exponential time. 
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Appendix A. Proof of 2.0 

This proof is quite long so we divide it into many parts. In A.0 we give some useful 
basic definitions. In A.1 we define NP_OK_NEC and prove 2.0.0. In A.2 we define 
NP_OK_SUFF and prove 2.0.1. In A.3 we prove 2.0.2. In A.4 we prove 2.0.3. In A.5 
we prove 2.0.4. 

Ad. More on the A-calculus 

We introduce some notations that we will use later. Moreover, we assume the 
reader familiar with [S, A.01. 

A.O.O. Notation. Let k,q~f% We define: D, ~~xl...xqxq+~.xq+lxl...~qxqt~, 
6(k) = D l,...D1, where I@(k)\ = k. 

A.O.l. Definition. Let ME A, 3 cf A and X cr Var. 
l A term G is said to be an X-version of M iff G is obtained from M as follows: 

if FV(BT(M)) E X 
then G := M 

else Begin 
Choose arbitrarily 0 E BT(M) s.t.: 
[head - bE(FV(BT(M)) - X)] and Vz < a[head(M,)$(FV(M) - X)]; 
Let g be a fresh variable; 
Let Q be the term obtained from M replacing the occurrence of b in CJ with g; 
G := Q[FV(M) - X) := &?I 

end. 
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l A set 8 is said to be an X-version of 5 iff 8 can be obtained from jj replacing each 
ME iJ with an (arbitrarily chosen) X-version of M. 

0 version (X, 5) = (8 18 is an X-version of 3). 

A.0.2. Example. (a) Let M = Au. xbbuu. 

Then Gr = la. xQgaa and G2 = Ia. xgS2uu are (x)-versions of M. 

(b) Let ?j = {Au. xbbuu, la. a(x u)u}. 
Then {Ia. xgG?uu, la. u(x u)u} Eversion((x}, 3). 

A.0.3. Notation. Let 9 = (r, X) be a system of XEX. 
l deg(Y) = max{deg(M,)IMEleft(Y) and DEBT}. 
l deg(Y, x) = max{deg(M,)I Meleft and CCEBT(M) and head = x}. 
l intdeg(9, x) = max {deg(M,)I M cleft and c(eBT(M) and c1# ( ) and 

head = x}. 
l sat(Y, x) = max (intdeg(Y, x) + 1, deg(Y, x)}. 
l degrgh(9) = max{deg(M,)I MEleft and OZEBT(M) and head( 

head(right (9’))). 
l ord(Y) = max{ord(M,)(MEleft(Y) and CYEBT(M)). 
l ordrgh(Y) = max(ord(M,)I M cleft and UEBT(M) and head(M,)$ 

head(right (9))). 
l ord(Y, x) = max(ord(M,)I M~left(Y) and EEBT(M) and head =x>. 

As in [8, 6.21 finding /?-solutions to SL-systems is the core of our compiler. 
GSL-systems will be used (in A.4) to construct /I-solutions to SL-systems. 

A.0.4. Definition. (i) A system Y = (r, X) is said to be a GSL-system (generalized 
SL-system) iff its equations have form x& = z&?, where x E X and z $ X. 

(ii) A system 9’ = (r, { }) x IS said to be a GHSL-system (generalized HSL-system) 
iff its equations have form xti = z&?, wehre z& {x} and x$ FV(&f). 

The following notions will be useful to work with SL-systems and GSL-systems. 

A.05 Notation. (1) Let 9’ = (r, X) be an SL-system. We define (see [S, A.O.01): 
(2) gsl(Y) = ({x$2 = ZZf~Xti = zEY}:X). 
(3) gsl*(Y) = ({xk’ = z$fflxd = ZEY and x&f’ = (x$f)[a:= 

it. tQ, . . . n&&a, lo~BT(x&) and head((xG),) - z]},X). 
(4) Let Y = (I-, X) be a GSL-system. We define: 
(5) sl(Y) = ((x.C! = ZI xk = z&Y}, X). 
(6) d*(y) = ({(Xfi)[Z := /kll . ..Udeg.&). Z] = ZlXti = Z&E}, x). 

If an SL-system is P-solvable then the degree of the nodes having as head an RHS 
variable should be 0. 
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A.0.6. Definition. An SL-system Y = (r, X) is said to be j-suitable iff 
VM = ZE Y Vo: E BT(M) [head z z = deg(M,) = 0] (see [S, A.0.01). 

Note that if Y is LR-distinct (see [8, A.1.5.31) then Y is b-suitable. 

A.0.7. Remark. (a) Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. If D [ ] is a p-solution for 
gsl*(Y) and gsl* (9) is P-suitable then D [ ] is also a b-solution for Y. 
(b) Let Y = (r, X) be a GSL-system and let T be a A-theory (e.g. fl or /?q). If D [ ] is 
a U-solution for Y then D [ ] is a U-solution for sl* (9). 

A.1. Dejinition of NP_OK_NEC and Proofof2.0.0 

We define (A.l.O) the predicate NP_OK_NEC. NP_OK_NEC gives a necessary 
condition of P-solvability for SL-systems. The predicates canonical and LR-distinct 
were deifned in [8, A.l.l, A.1.5.31. Predicates GPFR and approx are defined in A.1.3.3, 
A.1.4. 

A.l.O. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. NP_OK_NEC(9’) = true iff 
3Y’Ecanonical(Y) 3Y2 Eapprox(Y’)[Y2 is GPFR and LR-distinct]. 

NP-OK_NEC can be seen as a test of consistency for a set of SL-specifications Y. 
If 9’ does not pass such test then there are no executable codes satisfying the 
specifications in 9. NP_OK_NEC takes into account the effect of self-application 
(whereas OK_NEC in [S, A.1.01 does not). The price for the present refinement is that 
to compute NP_OK_NEC is an NP-complete problem (2.7), whereas to compute 
OK_NEC is a Polynomial Time problem [8, 5.2.01. 

In A. l.l-A.1.3 we define GPFR. If an SL-system is /?-solvable then any subterm of 
an LHS term should be distinguishable (A.1.2.3) from any LHS term. The following 
example will clarify the matter. 

A.1.1. Example. Let Y = ((xy(xQI2) = y, xQz = z}, (x}). The system Y is canonical 
(see [8, A.l.l]), PFR (see [S, A.1.71) and LR-distinct (see [8, A.1.5.3]), but it is not 
/3-solvable. This is because the subterm xQs2 of xy(xQs2) is indistinguishable from 
xs2z in left (9) (see [S, A.0.21). This suggests the following strengthening of the notion 
of PFR. 

An SL-system Y is said to be GPFR (Y satisfies the generalized prefix rule) iff any 
subterm (proper or improper) of an LHS term is distinguishable from any LHS term (a 
formal definition is in A.1.2.3). 

Definitions A.1.2.2, A.1.2.3 are reformulations of, respectively [S, A.1.71 and [3, 
2.5.1-j. 

A.1.2. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. 
0. unif(Y)= (xM~...M,S~,+~...~~,,(~,,)~XM,...M,=ZEY}. 
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1. crit(Y)= {xQ~...Q~u~,,~+~...u~~,~~~(~,~)I !lMEleft(Y)%xEBT(M) 
[a#( )andM,=~a’.xQ,...Q,andx~Xand{~~,,~Ii~{l,...,sat(Y,~)}}isasetof 
pairwise distinct fresh variables]}. 

2. The system Sp is said to be PFR (9 satisfies the prefix rule) iff unif(Y) is distinct 

[S, A.1.61. 
3. The system Y is said to be GPFR (Y satisfies the generalized prefix rule) iff 

38 E version(X, crit(9’)) [(unif(Y) u (li) is distinct]. 

A.1.3. Remark. Let Y be an SL-system. 
0. If 9’ is GPFR then Y is PFR. 
1. If Y is PFR then left(Y) is distinct (see [8, A.l.63). 
2. The problem of deciding if Y is GPFR is in NP. 

In A. 1.4 we define approx. Even a canonical SL-system (see [8, A. 1.11) might 
contain parts that are not useful for the computation. We can get rid of such parts 
considering only suitable approximations of the LHS terms. This leads us to the 
following definition. 

A.1.4. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. approx(Y) = {ZZ, X) 1 Ii’ is ob- 
tained from r replacing each M = ZE r with M’ = z s.t.: M’c M and 3!aEBT(M’) 
[head = z]j_ Note that if Y is canonical then any Y’~approx(Y) is canonical. 

A.1.5. Remark. Let T be a sms theory (e.g. j3 or /Iv) and Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. 
l Y is U-solvable iff 3Y+ Eapprox(Y) [9’ is U-solvable]. 
l If Y is /?-solvable then 3Y+ Eapprox(Y) [Y+ is /?-suitable]. 

A.1.6. Remark. Let 9’ = (f, X) be an SL-system. By continuity Y is b (Pq)-solvable 
iff there exists Y’ E approx(9’) s.t.: [Y’ is j? (/Iv)-solvable and VM E left (9’) [BT(M) is 
finite]]. 

Thus, when studying /I (/&I)-solvability, it is not restrictive to consider only SL- 
systems with LHS terms having finite Biihm-trees. This is what we are doing (since we 
adopt [8, 2.31). If T is a sms theory (different from /I or &) the argument above in 
general does not work. Thus in this case it is a restriction to assume finite Bohm-trees 
for LHS terms. 

The definition of NP_OK_NEC (in A.l.O) is now complete. We prove 2.0.0. 

A.1.7. Proof of 2.0.0. From A.l.O and A.1.3.2. 0 

A.2. DeJnition of NP-OK_SUFF and Proof of2.0.1 

We define (A.2.0) the predicate NP_OK_SUFF. NP-OK_SUFF gives a sufficient 
condition of /?-solvability for SL-systems. Ail functions used in A.2.0 will be defined in 
A.2.1-A.2.8. 
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A.2.0. Definition. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. NP-OK-SUFF(Y) = true iff 
39” E canonical(gsl* (single(Relax_asg_like(Y)))) 39’ E approx(Y’) 3Y3 E dev (9’) 
3Y4 E canonical(Y3) s.t. [PFRLR* (Y4) is (right(Y4), 8, 0)-distinct]. 

In A.2.1 we extend [8, A.1.11, A.1.4, A.0.6, A.1.2 to GSL-systems. 

A.2.1. Notation. Let 9’ = (r, X) be a GSL-system. 
0. canonical (9) = {gsl(%) 192 E canonical(sl(9)). 
1. approx(Y) = {gsl(9)19Eapprox(sl(Y))}. 
2. 9’ is said to be P-suitable (PFR, GPFR, LR-distinct) iff s](Y) is b-suitable (PFR, 

GPFR, LR-distinct). 

A.2.2. Remark. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system or a GSL-system. By the definition 
of LR-distinction (see [8, A.1.5.31) we have: If 39” Ecanonical(9) %Y’Eapprox(Y’) 
[Y’ is GPFR and LR-distinct] then 3Y’Ecanonical(Y) 3Y2Eapprox(Y’) [Y2 is 
GPFR and P-suitable]. 

In A.2.3 we define single. Any system of equations Y = (r, X) can be transformed 
into a system of equations 9” = (Y, {xl) with only one unknown (e.g. as in [S, 5.6.01). 

A.2.3. Definition. (BChm and Tronci [IS, 5.6.01). Let Y = (r, {x1,. _. x”)) be a system. 
We define: 
single(Y) = ((M[Xi:= XU~IiE{l,...,n}] = N[xi:= XU~IiE{l,...,n}]lM = NEY}, 
{x)), where x is a fresh variable. 

A.2.4. Remark (Blihm and Tronci [S, 5.6.01). Let T be a I-theory (e.g. fi or 81) and 
9’ = (r, X) be a system. Then 9’ is U-solvable iff single(Y) is U-solvable. Thus it is 
not restrictive to consider only systems with only one unknown. 

In A.2.5 we define PFPLR*. This definition is analogous to that in [8, A.2.21. 

A.25 Definition. Let 9 = (r, X) be a GSL-system. We define: PFRLR*(Y) = 

(<x, M,, . . . . M,,S~)~XM,...M,=ZM,...M,E~‘}U[(X,M~ ,..., M,,z)IxM1... 
M m+k = Z M M I... ,,,+key and k > 0). 

In A.2.6 we define Relax-asg-like. 

A.2.6. Definition. Let 9’ = (r, (jt}) be a system and jj = y,, . . . . yk- 1 l (Var - {z}). 
l The sequence jj is said to be asg-like (assignable-like) in 9’ iff 3j E N VM = NE 9’ 

VaEBT(M) [head(M,)E{I} *ViE{O,...,k - l} M,*<,+i, = yi]. 
0 Let f: {y} + N. 

R($f)[: ] = @yO*.-Yk-1. I: 1) (~~l**.~f(yo)-YO)...(~~l-..~ftv,~ ,,.Yk-1). 

l Letf: {j}- IV.R(F,~)[Y] =(R(j,f)[M] = NIM = NEY}, (2)). 
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l LetY=(f,{jE})beasystemandjry,,..., yk_ , E(Var - {jt}) be the sequence of 
its asg-like variables. Let f: (j} + N be defined as follows: for all YE {j> f(y) = 
max (deg(M)( M~left(Y)}. We define: Relax_asg_like(Y) = R(j, f)[9’]. Note 
that if {j} is empty then Relax_asg_like(Y) = Y. The effect of Relax_asg_like(Y) is 
of adding abstractions to (relaxing) the asg-like variables of Y. 

In A.2.7-A.2.8 we define dev. A node is minimal (A.2.7) if it has no unknown below 
it. 

A.2.7. Definition. Let X cf Var and M E A. A node c1 E Seq is said to be X-minimal for 

M iff {a # ( ) and head(M,)EX and ~~~EBT(M) [p > a and head(MB)EX]]. 

In order to find a p-solution to the SL-system Y we look for a /3-solution to the 

GSL-system gsl * (9). 
We construct a p-solution to a GSL-system 9’ transforming Y into a GHSL- 

system (thus eliminating self-application). This last transformation is defined in A.2.8. 

A.2.8. Definition. Let Y = (r, {x}) be a GSL-system and PE N. 

0. A system 9 is said to be a p-development of Y iff 9 is obtained from Y as 
follows: 

Begin 

For all XG = zi@~Y do 

Begin 

M’ := xti; 

While 3cr E BT(M’) [cr is {x)-minimal for M’] do 

Begin 

Let CI an arbitrarily chosen {x)-minimal node for M’ (e.g. the leftmost); 
Let Ml = Zi. xQ1 . . . Q,; 
Let c, + 1 . . _ tsatcy,,) be fresh variables; 
Choose arbitrarily o E BT (xQ1 . . . Q&, + 1 . . . tsattY, =,) s.t. 
[(xQ1 . ..Qst.+ 1 ...t,,,~y,,~), = Iv1 . ..u.. bH1 . ..H., and 

b~FV(xQ~...Q,t,+i...t,,,,~,~)) and b${x)l; 
top1 := degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y)] + 1 + p; (see 2.4) 
top2 := 2 [degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y)] + 1; 
k := Card((j?E Seq 1 a < /3 < CI* CT and deg(M;I) > degrgh(Y)}) + 1; 
top := top1 + k top2; 
ifbcz 

then Begin 

j := if r 2 top + sat (9, x) then top + sat (9, x) else r; 
Let M’ be the term obtained from M’ replacing Ma with 

Aztg+l..*tsal(~,x) bj+l*..b,.z; 
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Let z’ be a fresh variable; 
Let xQ: . . . Q: t:+ 1 . . . t&,,cy,xj be the term obtained from 

xQ1...Qqtq+1...tsat(9,x) replacing the occurrence of z in G with z’; 

(see [S, A.0.01) (xQ: . . . Qf ti+ 1 . . . t&,XJ := 

(~Q:...Qqltql+1...t~~t(~,x)) [o:= ~t.tS21...O,,t(~,.)+,-jI; 

A, := A1 u{xQ~...Q;t~+~..&y,x~ = z’Q:...Qft,‘+l...t,2,l(g,.)}; 

end; 

else Begin 

Let xQ: . . . Qi ti+ 1.. . t,3,,(y,,j be the term obtained from 

xQ~...Q~~~+~...~~~~(~,~) replacing 

~Q~...Q~f,+~...t,.,cv,.,), with 
l...O,V,+l...Vtop. bH1...H,,v,+l...v,op; 

Let M’ be the term obtained from M’ replacing ML with (see 2.0) 

q+ 1 ...tsatcY,xj. bS2,...~2hQ,+,...R,,,,i)(k*top2) 

Q:...Q43tq3+1...t,3a,(y,x,; 
Let g be a fresh variable; 
Let x Qt.. . Q,' ti+ 1 . . . t$,cy,xl be the term obtained from 

xQ:...Q:t:+l . ..&w.xj replacing the occurrence of b in 0 

with g; 
~Q:...Q,5tq5+~...tsSa,(~,~):= 

(xQ:...Q;t;+~..&,,,))[g:= ~c~...c~u,+~...~to~.gl; 

A, := Al u {xQ:...Q,Stq5+1...t,5,,(g,,, = gQ:...Qdt:+1...ts5,,(~,.)} 

end 

end, 

Let M’ = x2’; 

r1 := l-1 u {xfi’ = zti’} 

end; 

9:=(r,udl,{Tz}) 

end. 

1. dev(p, 9) = (3 159 is a p-development of Y}. 
2. dev(Y) = u {dev(p, Y)IpE(O,...,ord(Y) - ordrgh(Y)}}. 

The definition of NP_OK_SUFF in A.2.0 is now complete. We prove 2.0.1. 

A.2.9. Proof of 2.0.1. From A.2.0, A.2.1, A.2.3, A.2.5, A.2.6, A.2.8. 0 

A.3. Proof of 2.0.2 

We show (A.3.0) that NP_OK_NEC gives a necessary condition of fi-solvability 
for SL-systems. This proves 2.0.2. Theorem 2.0.2 strengthens [S, 5.2.21 and [3, A.3.41. 

A.3.0. Proof of 2.0.2. From [S, A.1.2, A.3.41, A.3.4 and A.1.0. 0 
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Before proving A.3.4 we look at a few examples. 

A.3.1. Example. (i) The system 9’ = ({xy(xs2s2) = y, XSZZ = z}, {x}) is not GPFR 
(but it is PFR). Moreover, there is no 9” Eapprox(Y) s.t. 9” is GPFR. Hence, by 
2.0.2, Y is not j&solvable. 

(ii) The system Q = ({x&b. z) = z, x&. U) = u}, {x}) is GPFR, but it is not 
LR-distinct (see [S, A.1.5.33). Hence, by 2.0.2, Q is not /?-solvable. 

Of course, by [S, 4.11, the conditions in 2.0.2 are not sufficient. 

A.3.2. Counterexample. The system 9’ = ((x(la. az) = z, x(&r. U(W)) = u, x(k. u(u 
(a!+))) = y}, {x}) is GPFR and LR-distinct, but it is not /?-solvable. 

From Theorem 2.0.2 we also get a necessary condition of j&solvability for GSL- 
systems. 

A.3.3. Proposition. Let 9’ = (r, X) be a GSL-system. If Y is P-solvable then 
NP_OK_NEC(sl*(Y)) = true. 

Proof. From 2.0.2 and A.0.7. I? 

Lemma A.3.4 generalizes [8, A.351 and completes the proof of 2.0.2. 

A.3.4. Lemma. Let 9’ = (r, X) be a canonical SL-system and T be a sms theory (e.g. 
j3 or bq). If9 is T-solvable then 39~ approx(Y) [a is GPFR]. 

Proof. Let D [ ] be a U-solution for 9’. Let 9 E approx(Y) s.t. D [ ] is a U-solution 
for ‘9 and VA4 = z~9 VM’E~[[M’~M and BT(M’) # BT(M)] * D[M’]$SOL]. 
Note that VM E(unif(9) u crit(Y))D[M] ESOL. Note that VQ~crit(9’) D[Q] can only 
have one of the following forms: 
form 0: D [Q] = &i. ui and u E { 5 }; 
form I: D[Q] = ,&?I. ui and ue(FV(Q) - (X u right(%))); 
form 2: D [Q] = AZ zt and z E right (9). 
Thus there is an X-version 9 of crit(8) s.t.: 
PO. VQ E(unif(9) u 9) [D [Q] E SOL]; 
Pl. If Q = xQi...Q,~crit(9) and D[Q] has form 0 then the X-version Q’ of Q in 
BhasformQ+=xQ:...Q:andQJESOL. 

Suppose that (unif(Q) u 9) is not distinct. Then there are M, NE (unif(Q) u 9) s.t. 
ind(unif(Q) u 9, M, N) (see [S, A.O.01). 
By [S, 3.4.01 this implies ind (D [unif(Q) u 91, D [M], D [IV]). 

Case 0: D [M] and D [IV] have both form 0. 
Then, by [S, 3.4.01, VQ~ind(unif(B) u 9, M) = {Llind(unif(Q) u 9, M, L)} [D[Q] 
has form 01. Hence, by Pl and the construction of 9, lind(unif(Q) u 9, M, N). 
Contradiction. 
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Case 1: At least one of D [M], D [N] does not have form 0. 
Then lind(D unif(9) u 91, D [M], D [IV]). By [S, 3.4.01 this implies 
lind(unif(9) u 8, M, N). Contradiction. 

Thus (unif@) u 9) is distinct. q 

A.4. Proqf of 2.0.3 

We show (A.4.0) that NP_OK-SUFF is a sufficient condition of /?-solvability for 
SL-systems and we give an Exponential Time algorithm to find a /I-solution to an 
SL-system satisfying NP-OK_SUFF. This algorithm is the core of our compiler (3.0). 

A.4.0. Proof of 2.0.3. From A.2.0, A.4.6 and A.4.4 considering that the algorithms in 
A.4.6, A.4.4, A.4.2, A.4.1, A.2.8 run in exponential time. 0 

In A.4.1-A.4.3 we solve GHSL-systems. In A.4.4-A.4.6 we solve SL-systems. 
The following proposition (analogous to [S, A.4.2.51) gives a sufficient condition of 

/?-solvability for GHSL-systems (see [S, A.2.1.41 for (Z, X, e)-distinction). 

A.4.1. Proposition. Let Y = (r, {xl) b e a GHSL-system. If 36Ecanonical(Y) 

[PFRLR* (‘9’) is (right (9) 8, 0)-distinct] then Y is b-solvable. 

Proof. Let BE canonical(Y) s.t. PFRLR* (9) is (right (%), 8, 0)-distinct. By induction 
on Card({deg(M)( M Eleft(%)}) = d(9) we construct a fl-solution for 9 and hence 
for Y. 

Case 0: d(9) = 1. Let m = min{deg(M)I M l left(%)J, 
II = {x(MI ,..., M,) = zIxMI...M, = zM, . ..M.E%‘} and $9’ = (II, {x}). 

By [8, A.4.2.41 ‘9’ is p-solvable. Let F be a /?-solution for 9’. 
Then D = At, . . . t,. F (tl . . . t,) tl . . . t, is a /?-solution for $9. 

Case 1: d(Q) > 1. Let m = min{deg(M)l MEleft(S 

Y I,m=(I-l,m,{~})=({xQM1...M,=zM,...M,~ 

xM, .,. M, = zM, . . . M,EY), {x)), 

9 2,m=(f2,mr{~})=({xzM1...M,=zM1...M,~3k>0 

[xM, ...M,+k = zM, . ..M.+,E%]}, Ix>), 

9l 3.m = tr3,m7 Ix)) = trl,m ” r2,~7 Ix)). 

Let a;,, = (r #, {x}), where 

r# = {x(M,,, . . . . M,)=zlxM,M ,... M,=zM,...M,E~~,,,). 

Since PFRLR* (9) is (right (8) 8, O)-distinct there exists 9” E canonical(Q:,) s.t. 
left(V) is (right(Y), 8,0)-distinct. Hence, by [S, A.4.2.41, 9” is /?-solvable. Thus 
Sf,, is /?-solvable. Let G be a /?-solution for S&,. 
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Then F E ltoti . ..t.. G(t,, ti, . . . . t,) tl . ..t. is a p-solution for %3,,,. Let 

C4 4*m = (j-4,,, (x}) = ({xM,...M, = ZMi...M,I 

xM1 . . . M, = zM, . . . M,EB and n > m}, (x}). 

Note that PFRLR*(9+) is (right@+), 8, 0)-distinct and d(9,,,) < d(Q). Thus by 
induction hypothesis c@‘+ is /6solvable. Let H be a /3-solution for %d,m. Then 
D = It, . ..t.. FHt, . . . t, is a p-solution for 9. 0 

We give (A.4.2) a sufficient condition of /3-solvability for GSL-systems. 

A.4.2. Theorem. Let 9’ = (r, {x}) be a GSL-system. 

If3Y’ l canonical(Y) 3Y2 l approx(Sp’) 3Y’~dev(Y’) 3Y4~canonical(Y3) 

[PFRLR*(Y4) is (right (Y’), 8, 0)-distinct] 

then Y is fi-solvable. 

Proof. Let Y’ E canonical (Y’), Y2 E approx (9’) Y3 E dev(Y2) and Y4 E canoni- 
cal(Y3) St. PFRLR*(Y4) is (right (9’) 0, 0)-distinct. By A.4.1 Y3 is /?-solvable. 

Let D[ ] be the /I-solution for Y3 obtained using the algorithm in A.4.1 and 
choosing the arbitrary values for the A;s in the proof of [S, A.4.2.01 to be D1 (see 

A.O.O.). Then, by the construction of Y3 from Y”, D [ ] is also a j-solution for Y2. 
Thus D[ ] is a B-solution of Y. 0 

A.43. Example. LA Y = ({xI(lb. xI(bb))y = yI(;lb. xI(bb))y, xI@b. xI(lal ...a3s. z))Q = 
zI(E,6. xI(Aa, . ..as5. z))Q}, ix}). Let Y’ = Y2 = 9; 

Y3 = ({xI(E.bt. bQ1Q1...Q,D(9)I(~v1 . ..vi.. bbul...vl,)t)y 

= yI(Ibt. bQIR1 . ..Q.D(9)I(E.v, . ..vl.. bbq...v,,)t)y, 

XI(dVl . ..vi7. g)t’ = gI(& . ..v17. g)t', 

xI(lbta, 1 . . . ~2~~. z)Q = zI(ibta21 ...a35. z)Q, 

xI(Aal . ..a17. z’)t = z’I(ia, . . . a17. z’)t}, {x})EdW, Y), 

Y4 = ((xI(ibt. bQIQ1 . ..QgD(9)I@v1 . ..vi7. bbvl . ..~.)t)y 

= yI(Ibt. bf2,Q1 . ..i2&(9)I(/lvl . ..vl.. bbvl . ..v17)t)y. 

XI(lVl... vl,. g)Q = gI(i,vl . ..v17. g)Q, 

xI(lbta2 1 ...a35. z)Q = zI(ibtazl ...a35. z)Q, 

xI(ial . ..a17. z’)Q = z’I(/lal . ..a17. z’)C?}, {x})Ecanonical(Y3), 

Then PFRLR*(Y4) is (right(Y4), @,O)-distinct. Hence, by A.4.2, Y is P-solvable. 
A /?-Solution for Y4 and for 9 is: D = Arlrzt3. t3(k1 . ..a36. t3)D(16)t1tzt3. 
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Finally, we can give a sufficient condition of /I-solvability for SL-systems (A.4.4). 

A.4.4. Theorem. Let 9’ = (r, X) be an SL-system. Zf3Y’ E canonical(gsl*(single(Y))) 
3Y2~approx(Y’) 3Y3~dev(Y2) 3Y4~canonical(Y3) PFRLR*(Y4) is (right(Y4), 
0, 0)-distinct] then 9’ is /?-s&able. 

Proof. From A.4.2, A.0.1 and A.2.3. 0 

A.4.5. Example. Let 9 = ({x(Ab. x(bb))(Aa,aza3. y) = y, x(lb. x(lal ...cz~~. z)) 

Q = Z>> 1x1). 
Then we have 

single(g) = ((xI(ib. xI(bb))( &QcQ. y) = y,xI@b. X1(& . ..48. Z))a = Z}, {X}). 

gsl*(single(Q)) = 9’ (as in A.4.3). 
Hence, by Example A.4.3 and Theorem A.4.4,9 is fi-solvable. A possible p-solution 

for gls* (single(q)) is D as in A.4.3. Thus, by A.0.7, D is also a p-solution for single(Q). 
Then, by A.2.3, G - DI is a B-solution for 9. 

There are cases in which relaxations [S, 5.11 can be done “from inside” the 
;l-calculus. In particular this happens with asg-like variables (A.2.6). 

A.4.6. Proposition. Let T be a A-theory (e.g. /3 or pq) and 9’ = (r, u Tz, 

an SL-system s.t.: 
HO. j-y,,,..., yk _ 1 E (Var - {x1, . . . , xn}) is ags-like in Y 

Hl. Each equation in rl hasform xii4 = y, where YE{;}. 

H2. Each equation in r, has form xi6l= z, where z$ {j >. 

Then: 

1) be 

0. Letf: {j;} + N. Then Y is T-soloable iflR(j,f)[Y] is U-soluable. 

1. Y is T-solvable ijfSRelax_asg_like(Y) is U-soloable. 

Proof. 0. ( *) Let D [ ] = (Ax1 . ..x.. [ 1) D1 . . . D, be a U-solution for 9’. 
Let j be as in A.2.6. For all i E { 1, . . . , n} define: 
Gi E/It,... tjYO...Yk-l.Ditl...tj(YOS2l...Rj(yo))...(Yk-152l...~~(y, 1)). 

Then G[ ] =(Ixl...x,.[ ])Gl...G,is au-solution for R(j,f)[Y]. 

(e) Let D[ ] = (Ixl...x,. [ ])Dl . ..D. be a U-solution for R(s, f)[9’]. 

Let j be as in A.2.6. For all i E { 1, . . . , n} define: 

Gi ~ ~tl... tj_Vo.e.Yk-1. Ditl...tj(~Ul...U~(,,).Yo)...(~U1...Uf(y,,_,).Yk-l). 

Then G [ ] 5 (j*xi . . . x,. [ 1) Cr.. . G, is a U-solution for Y. 
1. From 0 and A.2.6. 0 
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AS. Proof of 2.4.0 

We show (A.5.0) that any SL-system has an NP-regular relaxation. This shows that 
NP-regular SL-systems isolate the source of undecidability for SL-systems, namely: 
a shortage of abstractions on the LHS occurrences of the RHS variables. 

As an immediate application of this result we give (A.5.8) a new proof of the 
decidability of the X-separability problem for A-free sets (see [8, 3.11). 

A.5.0. Proof of 2.4.0. Let Y be an SL-system s.t. NP_OK_NEC(Y) = true. Then, 
by A.l.O and A.0.6, 39” Ecanonical(Sp) 39” Eapprox(Y’) [Y2 is GPFR and 
P-suitable]. Hence, by A.5.7.0, there exists an SL-system Y’ st.: relax&Y, Y’) and 
NP_OK_SUFF(Y’) = true. Thus NP_regular_SL(Y’) = true. Moreover, by (the 
proof of) A.5.5 Y’ can be found in Exponential Time. 0 

In A.5.1-A.5.7 we prove A.5.5, A.5.7. 

A.5.1. Definition. We extend relax (see [S, 5.11) to GSL-systems in the obvious way. 
Let 9r = (I7,, X), ‘9z = (I7,, X) be GSL-systems. We define: relax_SL(%r, 9,) = 
relax_SL(sl(Qr), s1(9Zz)). Let Y be an SL-system or a GSL-system. We write Bore- 
lax(Y) for relax_SL(Y, 9). 

A.5.2. Remark. Let Y = (I-, X) be an SL-system or a GSL-system. 3.9” Ecanoni- 
Cal(Y) ZlY*~approx(Y’) [9’“’ is GPFR and /?-suitable] iff V@~relax(Y) 39’ ~ca- 
nonical(9) 3Y2 E approx(8’) [g2 is GPFR and j&suitable] iff 38~relax(Y) 
38’ E canonical (9) 3Y2 E approx(8’) [S’ is GPFR and /?-suitable]. 

W.1.o.g. we can restrict our attention to normal systems (A.5.3). This will simplify 
our proofs. 

A.5.3. Definition. A system Y = (r, X) is said to be normal iff [Card(X) = 1 and 
3n~N VME(left(Y)uright(Y)) ticrEBT(M) [head(M,)EX*3 ic(l,...,n+ l> 
M a*(o) = u:“]]. 

Given a system Y = (r, X) then single(Y) is a normal system. Thus, by A.2.4, it is 
not restrictive to consider only normal systems. 

Lemma A.5.4 shows that the transformation in A.2.8.0 does not loose information. 

A.5.4. Lemma. Let Y = (r, {x}) be a normal GSL-system. Zf 39’ Ecanonical(9) 
3Y2 E approx(Y' ) [9” is GPFR and /l-suitable] then 39” E canonical (Y) 39” E ap- 
prox(Y’) VJ.IE N 3Y3edev(p, 9’) 3Y4~canonical(9’3) [Y4 is PFR]. 

Proof. We divide the proof into 3 parts. 
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Part 0. Let Y’Ecanonical(Y) and Y’Eapprox(Y’) s.t. Yz is GPFR and /I- 
suitable. Let %~version({x}, crit(YZ)) s.t. (unif(.Y’) u 9) is distinct (such a B exists 
since Y2 is GPFR). Let pi N arbitrarily chosen. Let Y3 ~dev(p, Y2) constructed 
according to 9. An example will be sufficient to define this construction. 

0. Example. Let Y2 = ({x1&1. xlaz) = zI(la. xIaz)}, (x}). Then crit(Y’) = 
{xIazt}. The following are (x)-versions of crit(Y2): 

9, = (xIaQ.Q}, 32 = {xIQg52}, 93 = {xIQQt}. 

Then the systems 93-i l dev(0, 9’) constructed according to Qi (i = 1, 2, 3) are: 

Y3,, = ({xI(kzt. uQi . ..sZs 6(9)I(i”, ...u~~.uu~ . ..ui4)zt) 

= zI(kt. uS2i ...5256(9)I(1u, . ..ui4. a”, . ..ui4)zt). 

XI@“i . ..u 14.g)zt = gI(J"1..."14.g)Zt), {X>)i 

,403,~ = ((XI(AUt. Z) = ZI(h. Z),XIU(Z'Q1...Q4)t = Z'IU(Z'f2,...S24)t}, (X}) 

(note that 93.2 is not b-suitable); 

Y3.3 = ({xI(lut. tO, . ..R56(9)Iuz(k. . ..ui4.tu1 . ..“i4)) 

= zI@at. tS2, . ..~.6(9)Iuz(R”, . ..u14.t”i . ..“i4)). 

XIUZ(~“, . . . "14.9) = gIUZ(J"l..."14.9)), {Xl). 00 

Let Y4Ecanonical(Y3). We show that Y4 is PFR. Let ?j = unif(Y2) u ‘S, 
5’ = unif(Y4) and cp : 5 + 7j’ the natural bijection between 5 and 5’. An example will 
be sufficient to define cp. 

1. Example. Let Y2 be as in Example 0. Hence unif(Y2) = (xI(k. xIuz)S2S;)}. We 
use the same notation as in Example 0. Let 5 = unif(Y2) u 9i = {xI(;iu. xIuz)S2Q, 
x1&X2); 

Y 4,1 = ({x1(/M uS2i . ..a5 ~(9)I(l”, . ..“i4.uu1 . ..ui4)zt) 

= zI@ut. uQi . ..&6(9)I(J”. ...u~~.uu~ . ..“i4)zt). 

XI(l”i . ..u 14. g)QQ = gI(& . ..” i4. g)sZQ}, {x})Ecanonical(Y:); 

5’ = unif(Y4,i) = {xI(lut. uQi . ..Q.~(~)I(~“,...u~~.u”~...“~,)z~)S~S~, 

XI(l”i . . . "ld.g)QQ}. 

Then the natural bijection q: $J --* 5’ is defined as follows: cp(xI(k. xIaz)QS2) = 
xI(kz. uQ, . ..Q.d(9)1(1”, ...u~~.cI”~ . ..ui4)zt)fZQ. &x,IaBQ) = xI(k~i ...“14.g)QsZ. 

01 
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Let ME 5 and a E Seq. Then o! has a natural image 6(M, a) in cp (M). An example will 
be sufficient to define 6(M, a). 

2. Example. Let i’j and 5’ be as in Example 1. Let M = xI(Aa. xIuz)SZSZE 5. Then: 

6(M, < >) = < >, J(M, (0)) = CO), S(M, (1)) = (I), S(M, (LO)) = (1,14), 
d(M, (1, 1)) = (1,15>, d(M, (L2)) = (1,16), d(M, (1, 1, 1)) = (1,157 I>, 
6(M, (2)) = (2). Let N = xIaQ52~3. Then: 6(N, ( )) = ( ), 6(N, (0)) = (0), 

d(N, (1)) = <I), d(N, (2)) = (2). 
By definition we have: VME~ Vcc~Seq[MIal iff q(M)lh(M,a)J]. 

Part 1. Let $9 G ?j and a agt for B. We prove that 

[[IM, N EB~(M, a) # 6(N, a)] * 38 usf and agt for cp(W)]. 

Let P, Q E,@ s.t. d(P, a) # S(Q, a). We prove that !I/? usf and agt for q(g). Our 
hypothesis implies c1 # ( ). Let ti be the longest node s.t. VM EW 6(M, a) = t9*yitr. 

Since CI is agt for .@ we have: VM, N E a [length (6 (M, a)) = length (6 (N, LX))]. We have: 
VM~93[y, = (iM)*pM]. W.1.o.g. we can assume iP = min(iMIME33} < i,. Let 

MEW% we have: q(M), = G&I)+I ...t,,,(y,x). b&21 . ..G.(M&(MJ+I . ..Q.,ID 
(k, toP2) LM, 1 . . . LM, q(M) &(M) + 1 . . . L,(.Y, x). 

There exists m E RJ (univocally determined by a) s.t. VM E 93 [iM = h(M) - r(M) + 

top1 + kM top2 + m]. Thus h(P) - r(P) + top1 + kp top2 < h(Q) - r(Q) + top1 + 
k, top2. Let rn* = h(P) - r(P) + top1 + kp top2 = min{h(M) - r(M) + top1 + 

kM top2JMEW). 
Suppose that there exists Lg.%3 s.t. m* < h(L) - r(L) + topl. Then: 

top2 < h(L) - r(L) + r(P) - h(P) < h(L) + r(P) < degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y). 

Absurd, since top2 = 2 [degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y)] + 1. 
Thus VLE.%[~(L) - r(L) + top1 < m* < h(L) - r(L) + top1 + kL top2]. 
This implies that VMEW[M~~I* (m*)J] and (A.5.3) 3n, bE N [q(P),.+., = Ug and 

Cq (Qh* w, = D1 = Ilab. bab]. Hence 1 [q(P) -e.cm.,q(Q)] (see [S, A.O.01). 
Thus d* (m*) is usf for ??I. Hence there exists /I < 8* (m*) s.t. /I is usf and agt for 9. 

Part 2. We show that 5’ is distinct. This implies that Y4 is PFR. 
Suppose that 5’ is not distinct. Then there exists E~g’/ind(g’) (see [S, A.O.01) s.t. 
Card(Q) > 1. However, since 5 is distinct, cp _ ‘(6) is distinct. Thus there exists a usf 
and agt for q-‘(E). Hence VMEcp-‘(@)[q(M)(b(M,a)J]. 

Case 0: 3M, NE q -I (Q) [d(M, a) # 6(N, a)]. Then, by part 0,3p usf and agt for 6. 
Contradiction, since Q E S’/ind (5’) implies 138 usf and agt for 6. 

Case 1. VM, NE@‘(@)[d(M, a) = 6(N, a)]. 

Let BESeq s.t. VMcq-‘(6f)6(M,a)=O. We have 6101 and hence VM, NE 

c~-~WCcpW)-ocp(Wl. 
Let Ml, Mz EV-‘((5). We show that [ind(E, cp(M,), q(M,)) = Ml wa M,]. 
Since a is usf and agt for c~-~(E) this implies 3M, N ~cp-‘((3) lind(@, q(M), q(N)). 
This is a contradiction since 6 E jJ’/ind(s’). Note that by the structure of 3 a # ( ). 
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From ind(Q, q(M,), cp(MJ) it follows head(q(M,),) = head(cp(MZ)O). We have: 

cp(M,) we cp(M,) * Cdeg(cp(M,),) - ord(cp(M,),) = deg(cp(M&) - ord(cp(M2)o) 5 
[sat(Y,x) + top1 + kl top2 - r(1) + h(1) - sat(Y, x) + q(1) - lii,J = q(2) - lZ21] 

3 top1 + kl top2 = q(2) - lZ21 + r(1) - h(l) - q(1) + I& d q(2) + Iall + r(1) d 

degrgh(Y) + 2ordrgh(Y). 

This is absurd since top1 + top2 = 3 [degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y)] + 2 + p and 

kl > 1. 

Case 1.1: (Mi), = AZi. XQi, 1 . . . Qi,q(i), i = 1,2. Thus (i = 1, 2) cP(Mi)e = EtiZi t,(i)+ I... 

t sat(~,x). biQ1 ..-Qh(i)Qr(i)+ I *..fltop~ fi(kitoP2)Qi. I . ..Qi.q(i)tq(i)+ I *..tsat(~,x). 
From cp(M,) wee it follows head(cp(M,),) = head(cp(M,),). We have: 

rp(M1) -8 VW21 * PI = b2 and top1 + k, top2 - r(1) + h(1) + q(1) - Iii,1 = 

top1 + k2 top2 - r(2) + h(2) + q(2) - 14]. 
Case 1.1.0: kl > k2. Let kl = k2 + j (j > 0) :. We have: top1 + k2top2 + 

jtop2-r(l)+h(l)+q(l)-IZ,I=topl+k2top2-r(2)+h(2) +q(2)-lJiit(* 

jtop2 = r(1) - h(1) - q(1) + la’,1 - r(2) + h(2) + q(2) - Isi d r(1) + Izi, I + h(2) + 

q(2) d 2 [ordrgh(Y) + degrgh (Y)]. 

Absurd since top2 = 2[ordrgh(Y) + degrgh(Y)] + I. 

Case 1.1.1: k, < k2. Analogous to case 1.1.0. 

Case 1.1.2: kl = k2 = k. Then r(1) - h(l) - q(1) + /Z1 j = r(2) - h(2) - q(2) + 

lZ21. Let cp-‘(E) = {M,, Ma, . . ..M.}. Thus ViE{l,...,m} we have: (taking into ac- 

count cases 1.1.0, 1) 

q(Mi)e = Jbait,,i,+ I ... tsat(y,x). biQ1 ..-Qh(i)Qt-,i,+ I ..-fitopl fi(k toP2) 

Qi, I *.*Qi.q(i)tq(i)+ I .*.tsat(~,x). 

Let H = min{h(s) - r(s)1sE{l,...,m}} and H* = top1 + ktop2 + H. 

Vie{1 ,..., m} define H(i) = ktop2 + H - (h(i) - r(i)) + 1. Let iE{l,..., m}. By the 

choice of H we have: H - (h(i) - r(i)) < 0 and top1 + h(i) - r(i) + k top2 2 

top1 + H + ktop2. Thus H(i) < ktop2 + 1. We show that H(i) >, 1. Suppose H(i) < 1. 

Then: 1 > ktop2 + H - (h(i) - r(i)) + 1 > k top2 - ordrgh(Y) - degrgh(Y) 3 

top2 - ordrgh(Y) - degrgh(Y) = degrgh(Y) + ordrgh(Y) + 1 >, 1. Contradiction. 

Hence H(i) > 1 and H(i) - 1 = H + k top2 -(h(i) - r(i)) > 0. Thus: ViE{l, . . ..m} 

[top1 + h(i) - r(i) ,< top1 + H + k top2 = H* < top1 + h(i) - r(i) + k top2]. Hence 

ViE{l,..., m} 3a, be N s.t.: (see 2.0) 

cP(Mi)e*<H*> = if h(i) - r(i) > H then D, else Ut. 

Case 1.1.2.0: Vi,sE{l, . . . . m} H(i) = H(s). Then Vie{l, . . ..m} [H = h(i) - r(i) and 

H(i) = k top2 + 11. This implies q(1) - IS,\ = q(2) - J&l and hence Ml wb M2. Con- 

tradiction. 
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Case 1.1.2.1: 3i,SE{l)...) m} H(i) # H(s). Then 3se{l, . . ..m} H < h(s) - r(s). Let 
i,SE{l)..., m} s.t. [H = h(i) - r(i) and H < h(s) - r(s)]. Then 3a, beN s.t.: 

dMs)o~w, = D, and q(Mi)o*<H*) = Uz]. 
Thus 0* (H * ) is usf and agt for B. Hence 3/I d 0* (H * ) usf and agt for @. Contradic- 
tion. 

Case 1.2: (Mi), = AZl.uiQi.1 . ..Qi.q(i) (i = 1, 2) and ~1, al+! {x}. Thus (i = 1, 2) 
q(Mi)e = ~a’i.~i.uiQi,1.,.Qi,q(i)i;i. From q(M,) -eq(Mz) we have: [uI E ~1 and 
q(1) - la’il = q(2) - 1&l]. Hence M, waM2. Contradiction, 0 

The necessary condition in 2.0.2 becomes sufficient for a relaxation of a GSL-system 
9’ (A.2.2, A.5.5, A.5.6). 

AS.5 Theorem. Let Y = (f, (x}) b e a normal GSL-system. If 39’ E canonical (9’) 
39” ~approx(9”) [Sp’ is GPFR and /I-suitable] then 39~relax(Y) 38’~canoni- 
cal(9) 3Y2~approx(8’) 39’ Edev(B2) 394Ecanonical(83) [PFRLR*(g4) is 

(right (Y4), 8, 0)-distinct]. 

Proof. We divide the proof into two parts. 
Part 0. We give an algorithm to construct 9 from Y. Let Y’ Ecanonical(Y) and 

Y2 Eapprox(Y’) s.t. [Y2 is GPFR and fi-suitable]. Let (see A.0.1, A.1.2) 6 an 
{x)-version of crit(sl(Y’)) s.t. (unif(sl(Y2)) u 6) is distinct (such a 8 exists since Y2 is 
GPFR). Let 9” E dev(O, 9’) constructed according to 8 (see Example 0 in the proof 
of A.5.4). Let Y4 ~canonical(Y~). From AS.4 Y4 is PFR, but in general it is not 
P-suitable (see Example 1 in the proof of A.5.4). The following definition will be useful. 

0. Dejinition. Let m E N, M E A, z E Var and 0 E Seq. 
0. The node e is said to be m-safe in M iff VP < adeg(M@) < m. 

1. The variable z is said to be m-safe in M iff tJ8~ BT(M) [head z z * 8 is 
m-safe in M]. 

Let 9~ relax(Y) (arbitrarily chosen). Then we can find 9’ Ecanonical(9) and 
Y2 l approx(9”) s.t. [9’* is GPFR and B-suitable]. Thus there exists 8’ over- 
sion(jx), crit(s1(p2))) s.t. (unif (sl(9*)) u 8l) is distinct. Moreover, for any PEN we 
can construct g3 E dev( p, 9’) according to (9 and p4 E canonical(@). 

Looking at Y4 we can find (in Polynomial Time) B E relax(Y) and p E N s.t.: 

PO. When we use the algorithm in A.2.8.0 to construct Y3edev(p, Y2) we always 
have: (using the same notation as in A.2.8.0) j = top + sat(q2, x); 

Pl. QxG = zaeB4 [z is degrgh(B’)-safe in (x&) =z. ord(xk, z) = top1 + top2]. 

An example will clarify the situation. 

I. Example. Let 9 = ({xI(Ab. xI(bb))y = yI(lb. xi(bb))y, xI(~b.xI(& __.as3.z)) 
!J = zI(llb. xI(~al ...u~~. z))L’}, {x}). 
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Let Y’ = Y2 = 9, p = 0, 

Y3 = ({XI(Abtu18...u33. z)sz = zI@btul*...ujj. z)R, 

XI&z, . ..Ul‘$. z’)t = z’I(hz, . ..u14. z’)t, 

XI(;lVl... u14. g)t’ = gI(iv~...v~4. g)t', 

xI(Ibt. bQ1Q,...Q,~(9)I(~v 1 . ..u14. bbvl . . . v14)t)y 

= yI(Ibt. bQIO, . ..Q5fi(9)I(lvl . ..v14. bbvl . ..v14)t)y}. {x})Edev(O, Y2), 

sP4 = ({xI(~btu18...u33. z)Q = zI(Jbtu18...u33. z)!& 

XI(kl . ..u14. z')Q = z’I(& . ..u14. z’)Q, 

XI(dVl... 014.9)52 = gI(Av, . ..v14.g)Q. 

xI@bt. bS21S2,...Q5ij(9)I(lv 1 . ..v14. bbvl . ..v14)t)y 

= yI@bt. bS2,SZ1 . ..52$(9)I(iv. . ..v14. bbvl . ..v14)t)y}. {x}). 

We choose 

9 = ({xI@b.xl(b b))@u, . ..ul.. y) = yI(lb.xI(b b))(lq . ..ul.. y), 

xI@b.xI(u, ...u~~. z))Q = zI(E,b.xI(ul ...u~~. z))Q}, (x}), 

8’ = g2 = 9, p = 3 (i.e. Y3 E dev(3, Y2)), 

p3 = ({xI(Abtu21...u35. z))s2 = zI@btuzl ...u~~. z)sZ, 

x1(& . ..Ul.. z’)t = z’I(~*u,...q,. z’)t, 

XI(lVl... "17. g)t’ = gI(k, . .."17. g)t’, 

xI(Ibt. bQIQl . ..Q.~(9)I(~v, . ..v17. bbvl . ..v17)t)(& . ..u17.y) 

=yI(~bt.bS21521...Qs6(9)I(~vl...v17.bbu 1...“17M~~l...47.Y))~ {x),3 

P4 = ({xI(Abtu21 ...u~~. z)Q = zI(ibtu2, ...u~~. z)Q, 

x1(& .*.a,',. z')sz = Z’I(;lUl . ..Ul7.Z')Q. 

XI(kJl... v17.g)s2= gI(iv,...u,,.g)52, 

xI(Abt. bQIQl . ..!S.ti(9)I(~v, . ..v17. bbvl . ..v17)t)(lu. . ..q..y) 

= yI(Abt. bQIOl . ..Q&(9)I(~v. . ..v17. bbvl . ..vl.)t)(ial . ..a17.y)}. {x}). 

Then B E relax(Y) and Y3, Y4 satisfy PO and Pl. 

Note that we need the parameter p E N to be able to satisfy Pl. 

Part 1. We show that PFRLR*(p4) is (right(Y’), 0, 0)-distinct (see [IS, A.2.1.41). 

Let 5 cf (1 and 2 cf Var. We define ind(& Z) as follows: 

ind(& Z) = if Card(g) = 1 
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then if [Z # 8 + 3cr usf and agt for 5 VM E Yj [head (M,) E Z and deg(M,) = 0] 

then @I 
else (0) 

else if 3~ usf and agt for 5 [IX is (Z, 0, 0)-safe in 51 
then u {ind@Y,Z)I99E%/-.) 
else (5). 
Let 5 = PFRLR*(Y4) and Z = right(Y4). Then ind(& Z) is a partition of 3. 

Suppose that ?j is not (Z, 0, 0)-distinct. Then there exists GEind(g, Z) s.t. 
Card(E) > 1. Since ‘jJ is distinct there is c1 usf and agt for 6. However, since 
E~ind(& Z) such an u is not (Z, 0, 0)-safe in @. We show that if tl is usf and agt for 
E then CI is (Z, 8, 0)-safe in 6. This contradiction implies that Card(@) = 1, i.e. 3 is 
(Z, 0, 0)-distinct. 

Let CI usf and agt for @ s.t. GI is not (Z, 0, 0)-safe in 6. Then (see A.2.5 and [S, A.2.1.41) 
there exists N = (x, N,, . . . . N,, H1)~@ s.t. N, = 1a.z and ZEZ and ord(N,) < 

rad(0, 0, E, M). Thus there exists Q = (x, Q1, . .., Qm, Hz) E@ s.t. rad(8, 0, E, Q, X) > 
ord (N,). 
Note that by the construction of 9 we have, for some k 2 0, ord(N,) = top1 + 
(k + 1) top2. 

Case 0. Qa = 16. ut and u $ Z. Since CY is agt for @ (and taking into account case 1.0 
in the proof of A.5.4) we have: (see [8, A.2.1.01) rad(&O, 6, Q, CL) < degrgh(Y) + 
top1 + k top2 + sat(Y, x) + 1 + ordrgh(Y) < top1 + k top2 + 2 [degrgh(Y) + 
ordrgh(Y)] + 1 = top1 + (k + 1) top2 = ord(N,). Contradiction. 

Case 1. Qa = 2b.u and u E Z. Then ord(QJ = top1 + (k + 1) top2 = ord(N,). Con- 
tradiction. Thus 5 is (Z, 0, 0)-distinct, i.e. PFRLR* (9’) is (right (Y4), 0, O)-dis- 
tinct. 0 

A.5.6. Corollary. Let Y = (r, {x}) b e a normal GSL-system. If 39” Ecanonical(9’) 

3Y2 E approx(Y’) [9” is GPFR and /I-suitable] then 38 E relax(Y) [9’ is /3-soloable]. 

Proof. From A.5.5 and A.4.2. q 

The following corollary completes the Proof of A.5.0. 

A.5.7. Corollary. Let Y = (r, X) be an SL-system. 

0. 39” E canonical(Y) 3Y2 E approx(Yl ) t-9’ is GPFR and /?-suitable] ifs 38 E re- 
lax(Y) NP_OK_SUFF(9). 

1. 39’ E canonical (9’) 3Y2 E approx(Y’) [Y” is GPFR and P-suitable] if 38 E re- 
lax(Y) [S is /I-soluable]. 

Proof. 0. ( =P) Reasoning as in the proof of A.5.5 we can find 9~ relax(Y) s.t. 
39’ l canonical(gsl*(singIe(Relax_asg_like(Y)))) 39’~approx(8’) 3Y3 ~dev(8~) 
3g4e canonical(Y3) [PFRLR* (g4) is (right (S4), 8, 0)-distinct)]. 
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The thesis follows from 2.0.3, A.2.0. 
(e) From 2.0.2, A.0.6, A.5.2. 
1. From 0, 2.0.2 and 2.0.3. 0 

The following result (A.5.8) shows that the X-separability problem (see [8, 3.11) for 
I-free sets is decidable in any sms theory. This result was proved in [2], [3, Theorem 
2.71 and [6, Theorem 2.11. However, all together, the proof presented here is shorter 
then a full version of the proof sketched in [2, 3, 61. 

Note that the X-separability problem [8, 3.11 for a I-free set in the fl-solvability 
problem for an SL-system satisfying the hypotheses of A.5.8. 

A.5.8. Corollary. Let U be a sms theory (e.g. p or jQ) and 9’ = (r, {x1, . . . . x,,}) be an 

SL-system s.t.: 
HO. j=yO,..., yk _ 1 E (Var - {x1, . . . , x,,}) is asg-like in Y. 

Hl. Each equation in 9’ has form xiif = y, where y E { j} and the variables in 

right (9) are pairwise distinct. 
Then Y is U-solvable ifs 39’ E canonical(Y) 39” Eapprox(Y’) [9’“’ is GPFR] 

Proof, ( =.) By 2.0.2. 
(e) By the structure of Y we have: 39’ ~canonical(9) 3Y2 ~approx(Y’) [Sp’ is 

GPFR and P-suitable]. Thus, by A.5.7, 38~relax(Y) [Y is b-solvable]. Then for 
a suitablef: { jJ> --f F+J we have: R (y, f) [Sp] = 9. Hence, by A.4.6,Y is P-solvable. 0 

Appendix B. Proof of 2.5 

We show (B.0) that the X-separability problem for I-free sets (see [8, 3.11) is 
NP-complete. This implies (2.6) that the /?-solvability problem for NP-regular SL- 
systems is NP-complete. Since NP-regular SL-systems are the core of our compiler we 
have (2.7, 3.0.0) that the existence of executable code satisfying a set of program 
specifications in our equational programming language is an NP-complete problem. 
This is the price that we have to pay for allowing an unrestrained presence of 
self-application. 

B.O. Theorem. Let U be a sms theory (e.g. b or flu). The U-X-separability problem for 
I-free sets is NP-complete. 

Proof. Let 5, $9 cf A, X, 2 cf Var. 
0. Notation. (0) We say that (3, X) is U-solvable iff 3 is U-X-separable. 

(1) (5,X)v(~,Z)=(5u~,XvZ). 
(2) ME@, X) iff ME%. 
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(3) approx((& X)) = ((6, X)1 6 is obtained from 5 replacing each ME fj with M’ 

st.: M’c M}. 

(4) (5, X) is said to be GPFR iff Y = ({M = y[ ME S}, X) is GPFR (see 3.2.3) 
(where y is a fresh variable). 00 

1. Remark. If FV(g) E X from A.5.8 we have: 5 is U-X-separable iff 38~ap- 
prox(@ [O, is GPFR). 01 

We will codify the satisfiability problem for propositional formulas into an X- 
separability problem. Let PropForm (PropVar) be the set of propositional formulas 
(variables). 

2. Dejinition. (0) conc(xU?O, Q) = zQS2, i = 1,2; 
conc(xtiU?, Q) = zC2Q, i = 1,2. 

(1) switch(xU:n) = XU:_iQ, i = 1,2; switch(xS2U:) = Xs2U:_i, i = 1,2. 02 

We associate l-terms to (propositional) formulas. 
3. Dejinition. Let A E PropForm and c( E Seq. We define: 

(0) true(a, A) = 
case 

A = Xi E PropVar 
A--lB 

A= BlvB2 

A= B1r\B, 

end. 

(1) false (a, A) = 

case 

A E Xi E PropVar 
AETB 

A= BlvB, 

A= Blr\B2 

end. 

then (Xi U: s2); 
then (not, U: 0); 
then (or, U: a); 
then (and, U: Sz); 

then (XiQ U:); 
then (not, Sz UT); 
then (or, 52 U:); 
then (and, s1 U:); 

03 

We associate an X-separability problem to (propositional) formulas according to 
the following idea. The (x)-separability problem 

(6 {x}) = ((x(xUta)(xQU:), x(xU:fi)(xaUu:)), ix>) 

has only two GPFR approximations: 

(51, {xl) = ({x(xU!a)m, x(xUZNfi}, ix>) 

(52, lx)) = ({xNxfiU?), xfi(xfiU?))), {xl). 

We will codify the truth value True(T) with (gr, {x}) and False(F) with (g2, {xl). 
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4. Dejinition. Let A E PropForm and ct E Seq. We define: 
Syst(a, A) = 

case 

A z XiEPropVar then ({Xi(XiUfsZ)(Xis2U~), Xi(xiUiQ), (XiQU’,)}, 
A-1B then (not,(not, U: 52) (not, QU:), 

not,(not, U”, 52) (not, Sz Us), 

Ixi 
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1,; 

not,false(a* (0), I?) true@* (0), B)}, {not,}) u 

Syst (a* m B); 

A=B,vB2 then ((or-,(& t true(a* (0), B,) true(cr* (l), B2)) 
conc(false(a* (0), B,), false(cr* (l), B,)), 

or, (or&t. tU:Uf)Q) 
(or,CZ?conc(false(a* (0), B,), false@* (l), &))), 

or, (or,(It. tU$U9)Q) 
(or,CIconc(switch(false(a* (0), B,)), 
switch(false(a* (l), B,))))}, {or=}) u 

Syst(a* CO), 4) u (Syst(a* Cl), Bz); 
A=B,r\B2 then ({and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true(a* (l), B2)) 

(Jt. t false@* (0), B,) false@* (l), B,)), 

and,(and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true(a* (l), B2))Q) 

(and,SZ(At. tU:Uf)), 
and,(and,conc(switch(true(cc* (0), B,)), 

switch(true(a* (l), B2)))f2) 

(and,D(At. tU:Ul))}, (and,]) u Syst(a* (0), B,) 

u (Syst(cr* Cl), Bz); 

end. 04 

5. Example. Let A = -IX. We have: 

Syst(( ),7x) = ({not< >(not ( ,UfQ), @oh +W)notc >(not, ,UZWnot, @GA 

not< ,(xQU~)(xU:C2), 

x(xU~&)(xs2U~), x(xU~s2)(xQU~)}, {x, not< ,}). 

Syst( ( ), lx) has only two GPFR approximations: 

(K, (x, not ( ,>I = (b-% )bot ( ,UfQ)Q, not< ,(not( jU,2W4 

not, ,(xsZU:)Q, x52(xQU~)xs2(xsZU~)}, {x, not< >}), 

(%, (x, not ( ,>) = ({not( ,Q(not ( #-Jf), not< ,fWotc lQu,2), 

not, ~Q(xU:Q), x(xU:sZ)Q, x(xU,2CI)s2), {x, not< >}). 

(‘QI,, {x, not< )}) corresponds to the assignment x := T, whereas (cL1,, (x, not, ,}) 
corresponds to the assignment x := F. 05 
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The following X-separability problem codifies the satisfability problem for proposi- 
tional formulas. 

6. Dejinition. Let A E PropForm and a E Seq. We define: 
Syst T(a, A) = 
case 

A _ XiEPropVar then ({xi(XiU:Q) LI, xi(xiUzZn) 52}, {xi}); 

A E-IB then ({not,(not,U?Q), a, 
not, (not,Ui G?), 52, 

A= B1vB2 

not,false(a* (0), B)Q), (not,])u Syst(cw* (0), B); 
then ({or,(Rt. t true(a* (0), I?,) true(ol* (l), B,))O, 

or, (or,&. tUfU:)Q) s2, 

A=B1~B2 

end. 

or, (or,(At. tU$U,2)Q) Q}, {ora}) u 

sysw* (0 B,) u syw* (1h w; 

then ({and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true@* (l), B,))Q, 
and,(and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true@* (i), B,)).Q)S2, 
and,(and,conc(switch(true(a* (0), I?,)), 

switch(true(a* (l), B,)))fi)Q}, (and,}) 
u Syst(cr* (O), B,) u syst@C* (l), Bz); 

06 

7. Example. SystT( ( ), lx) = (‘LI,, (x, not, ,>), where ((LI,, {x, not< ,}) is as in 
example 5. 07 

The following X-separability problem codifies the truth-value of a propositional 
formula under a given assignment for the propositional variables. 

8. Dejinition. Let A E PropForm, CL E Seq and cp: PropVar + {T, F}. We define: 

Syst (a, cp, A) = 
case 

A = xi E PropVar 
then if Cp(Xi) = T 

then ((xi(XiUfs2) 52, Xi(XiUgQ) Sz}, {xi}) 

else ({XisZ(XisZUf)y XiQ(XifJUt)}, {Xi}); 

ArlB 

then if q(B) = T 
then ((not,SZ(not,SZU?), not,Q(not,QUz), not,Qtrue(a* (0), B)}, 

(not,}) u Syst(a* CO), cp, B); 
else ({not,(not,U:52)51, notd,(not,U,2Q)Q, not,false(a* (0), B)S2}, 

{not,}) u Syst (a* CO), cp, 9; 
A=BlvB2 

then case 
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then ({or,@. t true(a* (0), B,) true(a* (l), B,))Q, 

or, (or,(At. tU:U:)Q) Q, 

or, (or,(Lt. tU2,U~)Q) a>, {ora}) u 

syw* w, 9, &I u sym* (I), cp, &I; 

9(B,) = T and 9(B,) = F 

then ({or,(;lt. t true(a* (0), B1)L?)Q, 

or, (or,(At. tU:Uf)Q) 0, 

or, (or,(;lt. tU$Uf)a) !2}, (or@}) u 

Syst (a* CO), 9, BI) u Syst (a* ( I>, rp, 82 1; 
cp(B,) = F and 9(B2) = T 

then ((or,(Lt. tS2 true(cr* (I), B2))Q, 
or, (or,(It. tU:Ut)o) Q, 

or, (or,(k tUZU,2)n) Q}, (ora})u 

Vst(a* <Oh cp, & 1 u %Wa* Cl>, cp, &I; 

VP,) = cp(&) = F 
then ({or,(k tG?Q)conc(false(a* (0), B,), false(a* (l), B2)), 

or,Q(or,L2conc(false(a* (0), B,), false(a* (l), B2))), 

or,Q(or,Qconc(switch(false(a* (0), B,)), 

switch(false(a* (I), B,))))}, {ora>) u 

SYst(~* <O), 9,BI)” (SYstb* <1x 9, w; 

end; 

A = B1 A B2 

then case 

cp(B,) = cp(&) = T 
then ({and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true(a* (l), B2))Q, 

and,(and,conc(true(a* (0), B,), true(a* (l), B2))52)52, 
and,(and,conc(switch(true(a* (0), B,)), 

switch(true(a* (l), B2)))SZ)SZ}, {and,}) 

u Syst(a* (O), 9, BI)U Syst(a* Cl), 9, Bz); 
9(B,) = T and rp(B,) = F 

then ((and,D(;lt. t f2 false(a* (l), B,)), 
and, 52 (and, !&It. t U: U:)), 

and,0 (and,Q(lt. tU$ Uj))}, {and,}) u 

Syst(a* CO), 9, BI) u Systk.* (l), cp, Bz); 
9(B,) = F and 9(B,) = T 

then ({and,Q(At. t false(a* (0), BI)Q), 

and,52 (and,Q(At. tU;U:)), 

and, (and,Q(It. tUf Ui))}, {and,}) u 

Syst@* <O), 9,&I u SYW* (I), 9, J%); 

9V31) = CPU&) = F 

then ({and,Q(dt. t false(a* (0), 8,) false@* {I), Bz)), 
and,!2 (and,CJ(E,t. tU:U:)), 
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and,Q (and,SZ(lt. tU:Uf))}, {arid,}))) 

Syst(@* CO), cp, B,)u SYw* cl), cp, Bz); 
end; 

end. 08 

9. Lemma. Let A E PropForm and u E Seq. If 9 ~approx(Syst (LX, A)) and Y is 
GPFR then 3cp:PropVar -+ {T, F} st. Y = Syst(cc, cp, A). 

Proof: By induction on A. 
Case 0: A E xiEPropVar. Then Syst(N, A) = ({xi(xiU~52)(xiDU~), Xi(XiU:Q) 

(xis2uZ)}3 Ixi>b 

Case 0.0: Y = ({xi(XiUf52)52, Xi(XiU~52)52}, {xi}). Then choose q(xi) = T. 
Case 0.1: Y = ({Xis2(Xi52U:), xiQ(xiQIJ~)}~ {Xi}). Then choose Cp(xi) = F. 
Case 1: A E 1B. Then Syst(cc, A) = ({not,(not,U:Q)(not,QU:), not,(not,Uifi) 

(not,QU,2), not,false(a* (0), B) true(a* (0), B)}, {not,}) u Syst(a* (0), B). 
Case 1.0: Y = ({not,(not,U:B)Q not,(not,UzZQ)Q, not,false(x* (0), B)S2}, 

{not,}) u Y”, where Y’~approx(Syst(cc* (0), I?)) and Y’ is GPFR. 
By induction hycothesis there exists cp s.t. Y’ = Syst(a*(O), cp, B). Since 5‘ is 

GPFR and by the definition of Syst (cr* (0), cp, B) we have cp (B) = F. Hence cp (A) = T. 

Thus Y = Syst(a, cp, A). 
Case 1.1: Y = ({not,SZ(not,QU:), not,SZ(not,QUz), not,52 true(cr* (0), B)}, 

{nota}) u Y, where Y’ E approx(Syst(a* (0), B)) and Y’ is GPFR. 
Analogous to case 1.0. 
Case 2: A = B1 v B2. Analogous to case 1. 
Case 3: A = B1 A B2. Analogous to case 1. 

IO. Lemma. Let A E PropForm and c( E Seq and cp: PropVar + {T, F). Then 

Syst(cr, cp, A) is GPFR. 

Proof: By induction on A. 0 10 

11. Lemma. Let A E PropForm. Then: 
A is satisjable iflWEapprox(SystT( ( ), A)) [Y is GPFR]. 

Proof: (=-) Let cp:PropVar-+ {T, F} s.t. q(A) = T. Then, by Lemma 10, 
Syst(( ), cp, A) is GPFR and, since q(A) = T, Syst( ( ), p, A) Eapprox(SystT(( ), A)). 
(e). Let Y l approx(SystT(( ), A)) s.t. [Y is GPFR]. Then, by Lemma 9, there 
exists cp: PropVar + {T, F } s.t. Y = Syst( ( ), cp, A). Then, by definition 8, q(A) = T. 

12. Lemma. The U-X-separability problem for I-free sets is NP-hard. 

Proof From Lemma 11 and Remark 1. 0 12 
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Since the problem of deciding if an SL-system is GPFR is in NP the thesis follows 

from Lemma 12. q 

Appendix C. Proof of 3.0 

In C.2 we prove 3.0. To this end we need to show that results analogous to [S, C.7, 

C.91 hold when unrestrained self-application is allowed. This is done in C.0, C.l. 

Using C.0, C.l we can take an argument of a function symbol from the LHS to the 

RHS. 

C.O. Lemma. Let Y = (r, u I-,, (2;)) be a system and jj E(Var - {Z j) xt.: 

HO. Each equation in fl has,form xa = yk, where XE {Ti) and ye { 3). 
Hl. head(right(T,)) E {jj} and j = y,, . . . . y, is assignable in Y (see [S, 6.01). 

H2. Vx& = y$l, xk = y’&‘~Er~ [y = y’=deg(yfi) = deg(y’(N)]. 

H3. Each equation in r, hasform x2 = z, where ~~(21 and z$ (2. jj. 

H4. Ya is NP-regular (9, is defined in [S, C.O]). 
Then: Y is j&solvable ifs NP_OK_NEC(Y<;,) 

Proof. ( a) By [S, C. l] and 2.0.2. 

( e ) As in [S, C.71, but using 2.0, 2.1 instead of, respectively, [S, 5.2, 5.33. q 

C.l. Theorem. Let 9’ = (r, u I-,, (JiJ) b e a system and 9E(Var - {S;}) s.l.: 

HO. j = y,, . . . . y, is assignabIe in 9 (see [S, 6.01); 
H 1. Each equation in rl has form xk = y(Z : j) G 2, (see [8, A.0.01) where: x E (_? 1_, 

YQ% 24 {Ti, y’} and the variables in head(right (r,)) are pairwise distinct; 
H2. Each equation in r, has form xk = z, where x E { 2) and z# (2, j); 
~3. Y# = ((Ixti = ylxti = y(2:jpksrl) u {~~~1\7f = zl~~ = y(z:y)tiiErl 

andz~{Z}andu,,~{ti}}ur2),{ I, ii>) is regular, where ii is a sequence offresh variables 
s.t.: {fi} = {u,,I.ti = Y(x,j)...(x,~fx-l and ZE{Z)). 

0. Y is /I-soloable ifSNP_OK_NEC(Y#) = true. 

1. If 9' is B-solbable and Card(T1 u r,) > 1 then 9’ has a /?-solution having normal 

form. 

Proof. 0. (=z-) As in [8, C.93 but using 2.0.2 instead of [S, 5.2.21. 

(e) As in [S, C.91 but using 2.0, C.0 instead of, respectively, [S, 5.2, C.71. 

1. As in [8, C.71. 0 

C.2. Proof of 3.0. 0. ( =S ) As in C. 1. ( e ) By C. 1 and [8, C. 11. 

1. From the constructions in C.0, C.l and in Section A.4. 

2. As in C.l. 0 
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